Conditions for postponement and putting on
hold membership.
As a member (with 6- or 12-months continuous membership) at Røykenbadet, you
have the opportunity to postpone or put on hold your membership under the following
conditions:
1. You can put your membership on hold for up to 2 consecutive months during a
calendar year if you have a 6- or 12-months previous membership also during
the binding period.
2. You can postpone your membership on the following reasons:
• Illness or injury that can be documented by a doctor's refusal for his
patient to exercise during the applicable period.
• Pregnancy; which means that you cannot or do not want to exercise.
Valid up to 3 months after the pregnancy period
• Work, studies or military service at a distance of at least 60 km from
Røykenbadet, or which is so far away from Røykenbadet that it makes it
difficult to make use of the facility and is documented for the period in
question.
3. Postponement for pensioners on holiday abroad (see separate form)
•

If you want to postpone or put your membership on hold, you can apply in two
ways:
1: Contact the reception who will assist with filling out the application
form for postponement. Remember to attach documentation confirming
that you meet the conditions for postponement where they are required.
2: Send an email to post@roykenbadet.no and provide the following
information:
 Given name
 Surname
 Date of birth
 Phone number
 Required period for postponement

Within one week, you will receive a response to your application with a confirmation
of the postponement period. The postponement period is not valid without this
confirmation.
NOTE: Application for postponement must be sent as soon as possible and no later
than 3 weeks before the start of the postponement period
Postponement or putting on hold your membership, cannot be given retroactively
During the postponement period, membership fees will not be charged and the
membership bracelet will be blocked for access to Røykenbadet.
If the member is within the binding period of a membership, the period will be
extended corresponding to the postponement or pause period.

